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Abstract

We investigate a fundamental aspect of machine vision:
the measurement of features, by revisiting clustering, one of
the most classic approaches in machine learning and data
analysis. Existing visual feature extractors, including Conv-
Nets, ViTs, and MLPs, represent an image as rectangular
regions. Though prevalent, such a grid-style paradigm is
built upon engineering practice and lacks explicit model-
ing of data distribution. In this work, we propose feature
extraction with clustering (FEC), a conceptually elegant yet
surprisingly ad-hoc interpretable neural clustering frame-
work, which views feature extraction as a process of se-
lecting representatives from data and thus automatically
captures the underlying data distribution. Given an ima-
ge, FEC alternates between grouping pixels into individual
clusters to abstract representatives and updating the deep
features of pixels with current representatives. Such an ite-
rative working mechanism is implemented in the form of
several neural layers and the final representatives can be
used for downstream tasks. The cluster assignments across
layers, which can be viewed and inspected by humans, make
the forward process of FEC fully transparent and empower
it with promising ad-hoc interpretability. Extensive experi-
ments on various visual recognition models and tasks veri-
fy the effectiveness, generality, and interpretability of FEC.
We expect this work will provoke a rethink of the current de
facto grid-style paradigm.

1. Introduction

The measurement of features, which explores how to ex-
tract abstract, meaningful features from high-dimensional
image data, is a topic of enduring interest in machine vi-
sion throughout its history [1–3]. This pursuit, initially
dominated by manually engineered descriptors [4–9], has
evolved under the influence of deep learning paradigms,
transitioning from convolutional landscapes [10, 11] to the
frontiers of attention-driven mechanisms [12, 13] and MLP-
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Figure 1. How to represent an image in a low-dimensional space
and what could explain it? (abc) Existing visual backbones rely
on the computational modeling of rigid grids. (d) Derived from
a neural clustering view, FEC reformulates the procedures of fea-
ture extraction as clustering, thereby representing the image with
its representatives. Our approach possesses promising ad-hoc in-
terpretability and demonstrates the emergence of segmentation de-
spite being trained only on the classification task.

based approaches [14, 15]. Convolutional networks (Conv-
Nets, Fig. 1a) treat an image as rectangular regions and exe-
cute in a sliding window manner. Attention-based methods
(Fig. 1b) usually divide an image into several non-overlap
patches and use an additional [CLS] token to represent the
whole image. MLP-based backbones (Fig. 1c) also follow
the grid-style paradigm while extracting features without
convolution or attention operations.

Upon observing the array of visual backbones shown in
Fig. 1, the following questions naturally arise: ❶ What is the
relation between them? and more critically, ❷ If these neu-
ral networks indeed implicitly capture some intrinsic prop-
erties of image data, might there exist a more transparent
and interpretable method to measure the visual features?

The pursuit of the question ❶ uncovers a persistent ad-
herence to a grid-centric view in the realm of image data
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analysis [16–18]. Concretely, the basic elements during
the forward process of existing backbones are rectangu-
lar image regions, e.g., the kernels (filters), sliding win-
dow, and receptive field in convolution-based backbones, or
the image patches in vision Transformers (ViTs) and MLPs.
Such a widespread paradigm, though instrumental in the
evolution of convolutional networks and their successors,
seems to be based more on engineering convention than on
the emulation of natural image structures. Most existing
efforts are expected to generate more abstract features as
the network’s layers deepen, while nobody knows how they
make it [19]. Therefore, question ❷ becomes more funda-
mental: ❸ What are the inherent limitations of this grid-
style paradigm? and ❹ Can we evolve beyond the grid-
based uniformity assumption that fails to encapsulate the
organic structure of images?

Driven by question ❸, we uncover two critical limita-
tions: First, the grid model is at odds with the true nature
of pixel organization, thereby failing to grasp the comple-
xity of data distribution [20]. Second, the black-box nature
of deep feature extractors impedes interpretability, veiling
the rationale behind feature selection and significance. This
leads us to the question ❹, probing the opacity of current
methodologies and their divergence from human perception
and cognition [21–23], which possess a remarkable ability
to break down visual scenes into semantic-meaning com-
ponents. The goal is to build feature extractors that can
better capture the data distribution of pixels and mirror the
cognitive processes of human vision so as to enhance both
interpretability and transparency. To bridge the identified
gaps, a fundamental paradigm shift is imperative: i) pivo-
ting from the grid-view of image representations towards a
more fluid model that embraces the dynamic nature of vi-
sual data; and ii) stepping away from the black-box models
towards an ambitious hybrid that integrates powerful repre-
sentation learning and interpretable feature encoding.

In this vein, we introduce FEC (§3), a mechanistically
interpretable backbone that roots in the principle of clus-
tering. It begins with a window-based pooling to generate
pixel blocks that serve as initial elements. Afterward, FEC
iterates through two key processes: i) Clustering-based Fea-
ture Pooling. Neural clustering is used to model representa-
tives of the given inputs (pixel blocks or previous clusters),
leading to more abstract (growing) clusters. Due to the
clustering nature, a representative (cluster) explicitly repre-
sents a set of pixels in any position. This is where FEC dif-
fers from grid-style paradigm. ii) Clustering-based Feature
Encoding. Here the representatives are first estimated and
then used for redistributing features to each pixel given the
similarity between the pixel and its representative. Within
such a clustering based framework, the basic elements dur-
ing FEC’s forward process are gradually growing clusters.

FEC exhibits several compelling characteristics: First,

enhanced simplicity, and transparency. The streamlined
design, coupled with the semantic meaning of clustering
during feature extraction, renders FEC both conceptually el-
egant and straightforward to implement. The mechanism by
which representatives are modeled ensures that the forward
process of FEC is fully transparent. Second, automated dis-
covery of underlying data distribution. The deterministic
clustering reveals the latent relationships between pixels of
the image data, capturing the varying semantic granular-
ity that standard backbones might overlook. As depicted
in Fig. 1d, FEC can learn to distinguish non-grid semantic
regions autonomously without explicit supervision of clus-
ter assignments. Third, ad-hoc interpretability. If further
inspecting the cluster assignments in each feature pooling
and combining them together, FEC can interpret its predic-
tion based on the aggregated clusters during forward pro-
cess and allow users to intuitively view the semantic com-
ponents. Such ad-hoc interpretability is valuable in safety-
sensitive scenarios and provides a feasible way for humans
to understand the forward process of feature extraction.

By answering questions ❶-❹, we formalize visual feature
extraction within a neural clustering-based, fully transpa-
rent framework, bridging the gap between classic clustering
algorithm and neural network interpretability. We provide a
literature review and related discussions in §4. FEC repre-
sents an intuitive and versatile feature extractor, seamlessly
compatible with established visual recognition models and
tasks, requiring no modifications. Experimental results in
§5.1 show FEC achieves 72.7% top-1 accuracy on Ima-
geNet [24] with only 5.5M parameters. In §5.2, with the
modeled representatives, FEC can interpret how it captures
the data distribution. In §5.3 and §5.4, the transferability
and versatility of FEC are validated on three fundamental
recognition tasks. Finally, we draw conclusions in §6.

2. Existing Visual Feature Extractors as Fixed
Grid-style Parsers

Problem Statement. Here we study the standard classifica-
tion setting. LetX be the input space (i.e., image space for vi-
sual recognition),andY={cat, · · · ,dog} denote the setof
semantic categories, e.g., |Y|=1000 for ImageNet-1K[24].
Standard Pipeline. The current common practice of classifi-
cation is to decompose the deep neural network h : X 7→ Y
into f : X 7→ F and g : F 7→ Y that h= g ◦ f , where f and
g denote the feature extractor and the classifier, respectively.
Given an input image X , f maps it into a d-dimensional re-
presentation spaceF ∈RC , i.e., f=f(X) ∈ RC ; and g fur-
ther predicts the class prediction ŷ based on the intermediate
featuref , i.e., ŷ=g(f)∈Y . This work focuses on the f only.
ConvNets. Convolution-based featureextractorhasdomina-
ted academia and industry for years, whose detailed archi-
tectures are reviewed as follows. Formally, given an in-
put image X ∈R3×H×W , ConvNets extract feature embed-
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dings {F l}4l=1, where the resolutions are 1
4 ,

1
8 ,

1
16 ,

1
32 of the

original image, respectively. These four feature embeddings
are generated by four separate stages, each containing grid-
style feature pooling and encoding. Taking the 2nd stage of
ResNet18 [11] as an example, given F 1 ∈ R64×56×56 from
the 1st stage, a low-dimensional feature map is generated as:

F̂ 2 = grid pool(F 1) ∈ R128×28×28, (1)

where grid pool denotes a convolutional layer with a
stride of 2, which can also be implemented with max poo-
ling, average pooling, etc. After that, feature encoding is
performed to get the outputs of this stage:

F 2 = encode(F̂ 2) ∈ R128×28×28, (2)

where encode denotes several convolutional layers which
keep the output resolution consistent. This step is the key
essential to distinguish different backbones, which is imple-
mented as self-attention in ViTs and token mixers in MLPs.
ViTs [13] and MLPs [14] both commence their operations
by generating visual token embeddings for all non-overlap
patches of an image:

E = token emb(X). (3)

After which, ViTs use the [CLS] token to represent the
whole image while MLPs take the average of all patch em-
beddings to do so. Since the sequence of image patches is
used throughout the forward process of feature extraction,
we also categorize them as the grid-style paradigm.

In general, existing backbones are built upon the compu-
tational modeling of rigid grids, which uses regular regions
to represent an image. However, this paradigm underesti-
mates the dynamic nature of visual scenes, assuming a spa-
tial uniformity that clashes with the underlying data distri-
bution of pixels. In addition, it overlooks the essence of
human perception, which does not bind itself to rigid grids
but instead fluidly navigates through semantic context [25].

After tackling question ❸, in the next section we will de-
tail our clustering based transparent visual feature extractor,
which serves as a solid response to question ❹.

3. Feature Extraction with Clustering (FEC)
Algorithmic Overview. FEC is a neural clustering-based
framework for visual feature extraction, building upon the
idea of selecting representatives hierarchically. Concretely,
given an input image, FEC initiates with a standard convo-
lution whose kernel-size and stride are set to be 4 and 4, re-
spectively. Subsequent feature extraction builds upon these
resulted 4×4 pixel patches. Afterward, FEC alternates be-
tween the following steps for each given input feature:
• Clustering-based Feature Encoding, i.e., RC×W×H 7→
RC×W×H . It divides pixels from feature maps into sev-
eral non-overlap clusters, by projecting the pixel features
into a similarity space and using adaptive (the stride and

kernel-size are automatically selected to adapt to the de-
sired resolution) average pooling to initialize the cluster
centers. As such, cluster assignments can be obtained
according to the similarity between pixels and centers.
Then, the pixel features are aggregated to construct clus-
ter representations. Subsequently, feature dispatching,
which uses the aggregated center to redistribute pixel fea-
tures within the cluster, is employed to encode pixel-level
features, i.e., information communication. Hence ele-
ments (pixels) inside the same cluster become more con-
sistent in the feature space.

• Clustering-based Feature Pooling, i.e., RC×W×H 7→
RC′×W/2×H/2. Similar to the feature encoding process,
this module uses clustering to obtain the cluster assign-
ments. The difference is that it directly returns the clus-
ter representations to form low-dimensional feature maps
without encoding features. These strategies not only pre-
serve the compositional structures of varying semantic
levels but also seamlessly integrate the concept of cluster-
ing into the feed-forward feature extraction.

To sum up, we formalize our target task — extracting deep
features for visual inputs — as representative selection. By
doing so, the intermediate representatives can be a natural
substitute for grid pool. Since these representatives are
computed from the context of each input, it can also be used
to communicate information by feature dispatching, which
serves the same purpose as the encode operation. Next,
we will detail the operations of those essential parts of FEC.
Center Initialization. Given an input feature mapF∈RN×C ,
whereN=W×H , we first project it into key and value spaces
using 1×1convolutional layers, resulting inK ∈ RN×C′

and
V ∈ RN×C′

, respectively. Here C ′ is a hyperparameter to
control the dimension. We then initialize the cluster centers
with their key and value features:

[Ck
1 ; · · ·;Ck

O] = ada poolO(K) ∈ RO×C′
,

[Cv
1 ; · · ·;Cv

O] = ada poolO(V ) ∈ RO×C′
,

(4)

whereada poolO refers generatingO feature centers in the
projected spaces using adaptive average pooling. As such, the
centers are initialized adaptively for each input itself and gra-
dients can be passed through all indices.
Representative Modeling. To assign each element into a
cluster, the similarity matrixM is computed as:

M = ⟨K, [Ck
1 ; · · ·;Ck

O]⟩ ∈ RN×O, (5)
where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes the cosine similarity. Each element is
assigned to a cluster exclusively according to argmax(M),
resulting in an assignment matrix A which contains N one-
hot vectors. With the cluster assignments, the deep features
of the o-th representative (cluster) are aggregated by:

Ro=
(
Cv

o+ΣN
n=1AnoVn

)
/
(
1 + ΣN

n=1Ano

)
∈RC′

. (6)
So far, we’ve obtained the low-dimensional features R =
[R1; · · ·;RO] (i.e., representatives), which can seamlessly
replace the grid pool module in grid-style paradigm.
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Figure 2. (a) Overall framework of FEC (§3). Each stage i contains Li clustering-based encode layers. (b) Illustration of our clustering-
based feature pooling and encoding. (c) The basic elements during FEC’s forward process are growing clusters instead of image patches.

Feature Dispatching. With the insight that elements inside
the same cluster shall have similar properties, we propose
to propagate the information within each cluster to enhance
this phenomenon. Concretely, we choose to achieve this
with modulated propagation with respect to the similarity
with the corresponding center [26, 27]. For element n in
cluster o, we update its feature Fn∈RC by:

F ′
n = Fn + MLP(σ(αMno + β)Ro) ∈ RC , (7)

where σ denotes the sigmoid function. α and β are learn-
able parameters to scale and shift the similarity. The up-
dated features [F ′

1; · · ·;F ′
N ] are the outputs of the encode

operation in FEC (can be repeated many times). Since the
center features are adaptively sampled from a group of ele-
ments, this dispatching process enables effective communi-
cation between elements within a cluster and those formed
in the cluster center, leading to the overall understanding
of the underlying data distribution and context of the im-
age. From a higher perspective, FEC can be seen as an ex-
clusive variant (non-overlap clusters) of self-attention [12],
e.g., center initialization vs key and value matrices, repre-
sentative modeling vs attention scores, and feature dispatch-
ing vs weighted aggregation. More implementation details
are left in the appendix.
Automated Discovery of Underlying Data Distribution.
The cluster assignments elucidate not only the relationship
between elements and their representatives but also the un-
derlying data distribution within the feature maps. Pixels
assigned the o-th centroid at the l-th level {n | Al

no = 1}
coalesce into a cluster (segment) Sl

o, thereby {Sl
o | 1 ≤ o ≤

O} decomposing the entire feature map into O discernible
segments at the l-th layer. By linking the clusters across
sequential layers as follows:

S̄l
h = Union({Sl−1

o | Al
oh = 1}), (8)

we create a hierarchical pyramid [S̄1, S̄2, · · · , S̄L] which
coalesces pixels into increasingly larger segments, and ex-
plicitly reveals the underlying data distribution.

Ad-hoc Interpretability. The described configuration fa-
cilitates a direct forward process l = 1→ L that yields a
linked spatial decomposition [S̄1, S̄2, · · · , S̄L], intuitively
conveying image parsing to the observer. In contrast, earlier
techniques (e.g., Grad-CAM [28]) demand a retrospective
process to accentuate the activated regions. These methods
typically require complex post-processing to elucidate the
concealed parsing mechanism. However, FEC is mechanis-
tically interpretable because its forward process based on
gradually growing clusters (segments) is fully transparent.
See [29] for a more detailed discussion.
Versatility. After modeling the feature extraction process
with representatives, one may wonder about the applicabil-
ity of this new paradigm to dense prediction tasks. For in-
stance, in the detection task, the training process of widely-
used models like YOLO [30] and Faster-RCNN [31], relies
on the grid-based label assignments (anchors). To keep the
necessary grid-based information, we introduce the residual
connection [11] to the feature of representatives:

Ri = ResConn(Fi) +Ri ∈ RC′
. (9)

This modification allows each Ri ∈ RC′
to represent both

the rectangular regions in grid-style paradigms and the se-
lected representatives in our clustering-based paradigm. As
shown in Fig. 2a, we also adopt four stages during fea-
ture extraction as in existing standard backbones, resulting
in the same resolutions of output features. In a nutshell,
FEC marks a fundamental paradigm shift for visual feature
extraction while retaining full compatibility with previous
works. The computational pipeline is also detailed in §5.2.
Adaptation to Downstream Tasks. As aforementioned,
with the introduction of residual connections, FEC can be
seamlessly incorporated into dense prediction tasks like de-
tection and segmentation without any architectural modifi-
cations. In terms of classification, we use the standard clas-
sification head over the final feature map FL, i.e., a single-
layer MLP, which takes the average of all representatives.
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More details are left in the appendix. We expect the recent set-
prediction architectures (e.g., DETR [32]) can better utilize
the modeled representatives and leave it as future works.

4. Related Work
In this section, we review representative work in clustering,
visual feature extraction, and neural network interpretability.
Clustering stands as a foundational technique in machine
learning that involves grouping akin data points together
based on their intrinsic characteristics. Given numerous
data, the goal of clustering is to model meaningful clusters
(given pre-defined numbers or not), which can be viewed
as the summary of the raw data. Subsequently, the similar-
ities between each data and the cluster representations can
be quantified. Clustering has been widely used in various
fields, e.g., scene understanding [33–36], point clouds [37–
39], segmentation [40–44], and AI4Science [45–48].

In a departure from previous endeavors that harnessed
clustering mechanisms as add-on heads to facilitate specific
tasks, our approach pioneers the idea of learning universal
visual representations from the clustering view. The pro-
posed clustering-based feature extraction shares a kinship
with the classic vision technique of clustering similar pix-
els [49]. Nonetheless, our innovation lies in its capacity
to capture underlying data distribution and generate contin-
uous representations for downstream tasks. Via reformu-
lating the entire process of feature extraction as selecting
representatives in a clustering fashion, FEC capitalizes on
the robustness of end-to-end representation learning while
preserving the transparent nature inherent to clustering. In-
spired by biological systems that process inputs from dif-
ferent modalities simultaneously, Perceivers [50, 51] model
a set of latent vectors correlated with inputs. FEC is moti-
vated from the classic idea of clustering, and its intermedi-
ate elements have explicit meaning, i.e., segments (Eq. 8).
Feature Extractors for Vision. Feature extraction is a piv-
otal aspect of machine learning, serving as a crucial step
in transforming raw data into informative representations
conducive to computational analysis. While some pre-
deep learning methods [52, 53] also aim to get rid of
grids, they are not fully end-to-end and do not scale well.
Since the 2010s, convolutional networks [54] have reigned
supreme in computer vision, with significant milestones like
VGG [10], ResNet [11], ConvNeXt [55] and so on [56–58]
consistently pushing the envelope by deepening and opti-
mizing convolutional layers, enabling the extraction of hi-
erarchical and abstract features. Innovations like depthwise
convolution [59] and deformable convolution [60] have
further enhanced feature extraction within these networks.
More recently, the breakthroughs in NLP ushered in a rev-
olution in feature extraction, introducing attention-based
Transformer architectures [12]. Vision Transformer (ViT)
is a time-honored work [13], which adopts self-attention

mechanisms to image classification, achieving remarkable
results. Note that ViTs’ effectiveness often hinges on large-
scale training datasets [61, 62]. Recent advancements have
endeavored to bridge the gap between convolution and
attention through hybrid models like CoAtNet [63] and
Mobile-Former [64], which seamlessly combine both de-
sign paradigms. Besides, models employing multi-layer
perceptrons (MLPs) [14, 15, 65–68] for spatial interactions
and techniques such as shifting [69, 70] or pooling [71] for
local context have emerged to explore the power of MLPs.

Though impressive, existing feature extractors are built
upon rectangular receptive fields (as in CNN and variants,
which represent an image as a grid of regular regions), or
queries (as in ViTs, which incorporate an additional query
token to represent an image), or rectangular image patches
(as in MLPs, which use mixer layers to perform communi-
cation between patches). As far as we know, CoC [26] is
the only backbone using a clustering algorithm. Compared
to CoC, we want to highlight that our essential paradigm
(i.e., representing an image as representatives vs rectan-
gular regions), goal (i.e., transparent and ad-hoc inter-
pretable backbone vs clustering based method for informa-
tion exchange), and core techniques (i.e., modeling gradu-
ally growing representatives vs modeling context clusters at
specific resolution) are different. FEC takes the first step
towards fully clustering based feature extraction, by refor-
mulating its workflow as selecting representatives.
Neural Network Interpretability. The opaque nature of
deep neural networks (DNNs) has posed challenges to their
adoption in decision-critical applications, sparking a surge
of interest in enhancing their transparency and interpretabi-
lity. One key distinction in interpretable methods lies in
whether they produce posterior explanations for pre-trained
DNNs or aim to develop inherently interpretable DNNs from
the outset. Posterior explanations, though prevalent, face cri-
ticism for their nature of approximation and limited capaci-
ty to truly elucidate the inner workings of DNNs [29, 72–
75]. Representative works involve reverse-engineer impor-
tance values [28, 76–83] and sensitivities of inputs [84–
87]. Recent advances in self-supervised learning, such
as DINO [88, 89], have revealed emergent segmentation
properties in ViTs. On the other hand, methods focused on
ad-hoc explainability strive to incorporate more interpretable
elements into black-box DNNs [90–92] or impose specific
properties on the model’s representations [93–95] to bolster
interpretability. A notable instance is the deep nearest cen-
troids [96], which introduces a nonparametric classifier and
uses case-based reasoning, thereby presenting a novel and
explainable paradigm for visual recognition.

In a related vein, CRATE [97] adopts the white-box
Transformer [98] to delve into visual attention and the emer-
gence of segmentation on the supervised classification task,
showcasing considerable results. Nonetheless, we argue that
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CRATE falls within the realm of posterior explanations,
whereas our FEC possesses an inherent capacity to eluci-
date the reasons behind its feature extraction process. Such
innate transparency sets FEC apart from counterparts that
solely offer post-hoc explainability. This work represents
a small yet solid stride towards empowering the forward
process of feature extraction with ad-hoc interpretability
through an integrated clustering-based backbone and offers
a fresh perspective on deep visual representations.

5. Experiment

FEC is proposed as the first framework to support feature
extraction in a fully clustering-based manner. We evaluate
the proposed backbone for four recognition tasks viz. image
classification, object detection, semantic segmentation, and
instance segmentation on three prevalent benchmarks (i.e.,
ImageNet-1K [24], MS COCO [99], and ADE20k [100]).

FEC combines ad-hoc interpretability with promising
performance across diverse recognition tasks and datasets.
Note that our objective is not to chase the state-of-the-art
performance like ConvNeXt [55], but rather to assess FEC’s
capabilities (e.g., effectiveness, efficiency, transferability,
etc.) through a comprehensive series of experiments.

5.1. Experiments on Image Classification

Dataset. ImageNet-1K [24] is a well-benchmarked image
dataset. Following conventional procedures, it is divided
into 1.28M/50K/100K images for train/val/test.
Training. We use timm [101] as our codebase and follow
the standard training protocols as detailed in [26, 63, 71].
We use an AdamW [102] optimizer using a cosine decay
learning rate scheduler and 5 epochs of warm-up. The mo-
mentum and weight decay are set to 0.9 and 0.05, respec-
tively. A batch size of 1024 and an initial learning rate of
0.001 are used. More details are left in the appendix.
Test. Following [26], we use one input image scale of
224×224 with center cropping without any data augmen-
tation. By default, the models are trained on 4 NVIDIA
Tesla A100 GPUs with 80GB memory per card. Testing is
conducted on the same machine.
Metric. We report the parameters used, FLOPs, and Top-1
classification accuracy on a single crop following previous
works [11, 103]. Throughput (image/s), or FPS, is mea-
sured using the same script as in [103, 104] on a single V100
GPU using a batch size of 256.
Performance Comparison. Table 1 presents our classifi-
cation results on ImageNet [24] val. As illustrated, FEC
achieves competitive performance and efficiency, outper-
forming ResNet18 [11] by 2.9% using less than half the
number of parameters that ResNet18 has. ResNet achieves
high FPS due to optimizations for convolutional operators.

Table 1. Quantitative results on ImageNet-1K [24] val for ima-
ge classification (§5.1). All models are trained and tested at
224×224 resolution, except ViT-B [13] and ViT-L [13].

Method
#Param

(M)
FLOPs

(G)
Top-1
(%)↑

FPS
(img/s)↑

C
lu

. CoC-Tiny [26] 5.3 1.1 71.8 1146.7
CoC-Small [26] 14.0 2.8 77.5 852.1
CoC-Medium [26] 27.9 5.9 81.0 345.7

M
L

P

ResMLP-12 [15] 15.0 3.0 76.6 1499.0
ResMLP-24 [15] 30.0 6.0 79.4 741.6
ResMLP-36 [15] 45.0 8.9 79.7 484.6
MLP-Mixer-B/16 [14] 59.0 12.7 76.4 387.7
MLP-Mixer-L/16 [14] 207.0 44.8 71.8 114.2
gMLP-Ti [105] 6.0 1.4 72.3 1440.0
gMLP-S [105] 20.0 4.5 79.6 650.5

A
tt

en
tio

n

ViT-B/16 [13] 86.0 55.5 77.9 86.4
ViT-L/16 [13] 307 190.7 76.5 26.6
PVT-Tiny [106] 13.2 1.9 75.1 -
PVT-Small [106] 24.5 3.8 79.8 -
Swin-Tiny [103] 29 4.5 81.3 631.1
Swin-Small [103] 50 8.7 83.0 374.9

C
on

v.
ResNet18 [11] 12 1.8 69.8 4284.9
ResNet50 [11] 26 4.1 79.8 1206.0
ConvMixer512/16 [107] 5.4 - 73.8 -
ConvMixer1024/12[107] 14.6 - 77.8 -
ConvMixer768/32 [107] 21.1 - 80.2 139.7

C
lu

. FEC-Small (Ours) 5.5 1.4 72.7±0.06 1042.9
FEC-Base (Ours) 14.4 3.4 78.1±0.00 754.1
FEC-Large (Ours) 28.3 6.5 81.2±0.06 342.1

5.2. Study of Ad-hoc Interpretability

We have empirically demonstrated FEC’s effectiveness and
efficiency in image classification. By redefining visual fea-
ture extraction as a clustering process, where representa-
tives are iteratively selected during the forward process,
FEC departs from the traditional grid-style paradigms. This
shift suggests that FEC offers exceptional ad-hoc inter-
pretability, a quality we will now explore further.

We first detail the procedure to aggregate cluster assign-
ments across layers. Given an image (224×224), a stan-
dard convolution-based pooling is used to generate a low-
dimensional feature map (56×56) where each pixel rep-
resents a 4×4 region in the raw image. As for the first
clustering-based pooling layer, those pixel blocks (56×56,
each with 4×4 pixels) will be assigned to one of a total of
28×28 clusters {S1

i ,1≤ i≤28×28}. Afterward, the subse-
quent pooling layers perform the same clustering procedure
based on previous clusters. In this way, the clusters at dif-
ferent levels can be aggregated across layers according to
Eq. 8, leading to 7×7 segments {S̄4

i ,1≤ i≤7×7} in the last
step. While humans can view and examine the final cluster
assignments, 49 clusters are simply too many to compre-
hend for a 224×224 image. Therefore, we use K-Means
to further reduce the number of clusters. Concretely, we
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Figure 3. Inspection of the modeled representatives (§5.2) on ImageNet-1K [24] val. Different colored masks indicate different clusters.
As the number of clusters decreases, each cluster tends to represent an entire object or a portion of an object, suggesting that FEC effectively
captures the underlying data distribution of visual scenes.

Table 2. Quantitative results on ADE20K
[100] val for semantic segmentation
(§5.3). Semantic FPN [108] is adopted.

Backbone
#Param

(M)
ADE20K

mIoU(%)↑
ResNet18 [11] 15.5M 32.9
ResNet50 [11] 28.5M 36.7
PVT-Tiny [106] 17.0M 35.7
PVT-Small [106] 28.2M 39.8
CoC-Small/4 [26] 17.6M 36.6
CoC-Small/25 [26] 17.6M 36.4
CoC-Small/49 [26] 17.6M 36.3
CoC-Medium/4 [26] 31.5M 40.2
CoC-Medium/25 [26] 31.5M 40.6
CoC-Medium/49 [26] 31.5M 40.8

FEC-Small 9.1M 35.3±0.15

FEC-Base 18.0M 37.7±0.15

FEC-Large 31.9M 40.5±0.10

Table 3. Quantitative results on COCO [99] val2017 for object detection and semantic
segmentation (§5.4). We use Mask RCNN [109] to evaluate the performance of the proposed
backbone on two tasks.

Backbone
#Param

(M) APbox ↑
COCO
APbox

50 ↑ APbox
75 ↑ APmask ↑

COCO
APmask

50 ↑ APmask
75 ↑

ResNet18 [11] 31.2M 34.0 54.0 36.7 31.2 51.0 32.7
ResNet50 [11] 44.2M 38.0 58.6 41.4 34.4 55.1 36.7
PVT-Tiny [106] 32.9M 36.7 59.2 39.3 35.1 56.7 37.3
PVT-Small [106] 44.1M 40.4 62.9 43.8 37.8 60.1 40.3
CoC-Small/4 [26] 32.7M 35.9 58.3 38.3 33.8 55.3 35.8
CoC-Small/25 [26] 32.7M 37.5 60.1 40.0 35.4 57.1 37.9
CoC-Small/49 [26] 32.7M 37.2 59.8 39.7 34.9 56.7 37.0
CoC-Medium/4 [26] 46.7M 38.6 61.1 41.5 36.1 58.2 38.0
CoC-Medium/25 [26] 46.7M 40.1 62.8 43.6 37.4 59.9 40.0
CoC-Medium/49 [26] 46.7M 40.6 63.3 43.9 37.6 60.1 39.9

FEC-Small 24.3M 35.6±0.06 57.5±0.10 38.2±0.15 33.6±0.10 54.7±0.10 35.7±0.15

FEC-Base 33.1M 37.9±0.06 60.1±0.06 40.8±0.15 35.5±0.06 57.2±0.06 37.8±0.10

FEC-Large 47.1M 39.9±0.10 62.5±0.06 43.2±0.12 37.3±0.06 59.5±0.15 39.5±0.12

use the deep features (R in Eq. 6) of those 49 clusters as
their representations. Default hyperparameters in the scikit-
learn [110] implementation are adopted. Medium filtering
is adopted for better visualization.

After the above introduction, we visualize cluster assign-
ments in Fig. 3 to clarify FEC’s principles. Two remarkable
observations justify the ad-hoc interpretability and effec-
tiveness of FEC: i) Across successive pooling layers, the
clustering-based feature extraction progressively abstracts
pixel blocks, mirroring human cognitive processes and pro-
viding a natural representation of visual data. ii) In final
cluster assignments, we find consistent semantic representa-
tions, with clusters often corresponding to coherent objects
or object parts. This aligns FEC with human perception and
enhances feature interpretability, linking clusters to identi-
fiable image elements.

5.3. Experiments on Semantic Segmentation

Dataset. ADE20K [100] is a prominent semantic segmenta-
tion dataset renowned for its extensive collection of images.
It encompasses 150 object categories with a total of 25,000
images (20K/2K/3K for train/val/test).
Training.Weusemmsegmentation [111]asourcodebaseand
follow the standard training protocols as detailed in [26,
106]. We evaluate FEC on a classic segmentation method,

i.e., Semantic FPN [108], for its high efficiency. We uti-
lize an AdamW [102] optimizer for 80K iterations using
the polynomial decay learning rate scheduler with a power
of 0.9. We set the batch size as 16 and the initial learning
rate as 0.0001. More details are left in the appendix.
Test. We use one input image scale with a shorter side of
512 during inference without applying data augmentation.
Metric. Mean intersection-over-union (mIoU) is reported.
Performance Comparison. From table 2 we can observe
that our approach yields remarkable performance on dense
prediction tasks. For example, our FEC-Base outperforms
ResNet18, ResNet50, and PVT-Tiny by 4.8%, 1.0%, and
2.0% in terms of mIoU, respectively. In addition, FEC-
Small can even outperform ResNet18, i.e., 35.3% vs 32.9%
in terms of mIoU. Such performance gains remain consis-
tent as in the classification task and are significant consid-
ering the number of used parameters.

5.4. Experiments on Object Detection and Instance
Segmentation

Dataset. The MS COCO 2017 benchmark[99] features a di-
verse collection of over 200K high-quality images, annotated
across 80 common object categories in daily contexts. It is
divided into 118K/5K/41K images fortrain/val/test.
Training. We use mmdetection [112] as our codebase and
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Table 4. A set of ablative experiments (§5.1) on ImageNet [24] val, ADE20K [100] val, and COCO [99] val2017. The adopted
hyperparameters are marked in red.

similarity
measurement

#Param.
(M)

Top-1
(%)↑

Top-5
(%)↑

Euclidean 5.46 72.2 90.9
Dot Product 5.46 72.7 91.1

Cosine 5.46 72.7 91.2

(a) Similarity measurement (Eq. 5)

feature
dispatching

#Param.
(M)

Top-1
(%)↑

Top-5
(%)↑

w/o α and β 5.46 72.1 90.8
w/o α 5.46 72.4 91.0
w/o β 5.46 72.2 90.9

Ours (Eq. 7) 5.46 72.7 91.2

(b) Parameters used in feature dispatching (§3)

feature #Param ADE20K
dimension (M) mIoU(%)↑

(48, 48, 96, 96) 8.6M 34.9
(72, 72, 144, 144) 8.9M 35.2
(96, 96, 192, 192) 9.1M 35.3

(120, 120, 240, 240) 9.4M 35.5

(c) Number of channels in encode (Eq. 4)

feature #Param COCO COCO
dimension (M) APbox↑ APbox

50 ↑ APbox
75 ↑ APbox

s ↑ APbox
m ↑ APbox

l ↑ APmask↑ APmask
50 ↑ APmask

75 ↑
(48, 48, 96, 96) 23.8M 34.9 57.2 36.9 20.3 36.9 45.8 33.4 54.5 35.0

(72, 72, 144, 144) 24.0M 35.2 57.2 37.7 20.1 37.4 46.7 33.5 54.5 35.6
(96, 96, 192, 192) 24.3M 35.6 57.5 38.2 20.9 37.7 46.8 33.6 54.7 35.7

(120, 120, 240, 240) 24.5M 35.5 57.5 37.8 20.7 37.6 47.4 33.8 54.7 35.9

(d) Number of channels in encode (Eq. 4)

follow the training protocols as in [26]. We verify the ef-
fectiveness of FEC backbones on top of a milestone model,
i.e., Mask R-CNN [109]. AdamW [102] optimizer is used
for 12 epochs (1× scheduler) and initialize the backbone
with ImageNet [24] pre-trained weights. A batch size of 16
and an initial learning rate of 0.0002 are used. More details
are left in the appendix.
Test. We use one input image scale with a shorter side of
800 during inference without applying data augmentation.
Metric. We report average precision (AP), AP50, AP75 for
both object detection and instance segmentation.
Performance Comparison. Table 3 confirms again the tran-
sferability and versatility of FEC for the common instance-
centric recognition tasks. On top of a relatively conserva-
tive baseline, i.e., Mask-RCNN [109], our algorithm outper-
forms both types of rivals. For instance, the performance of
FEC-Tiny is clear ahead compared to ResNet-18 [11] (i.e.,
35.6% APbox vs 34.0% APbox and 33.6% APmask vs 31.2%
APmask), and FEC-Base achieves promising gains of 1.2%
APbox and 0.4% APmask against PVT-Tiny [106].

5.5. Diagnostic Experiment

This section ablates FEC’s key components on ImageNet [24]
val, ADE20K [100] val, and COCO [99] val2017. All
experiments use the FEC-Small model.
Similarity Measurement. We first examine the similarity
measurement in the clustering process (Eq. 5) by contras-
ting it with several standard similarity (distance) functions,
i.e., Euclidean distance and dot product (unnormalized co-
sine similarity). As shown in Table 4a, dot product and
cosine similarity shows better performance than Euclidean
distance, e.g., 72.7% vs 72.2% in terms of Top-1 accuracy.
Cosine similarity is adopted by default.
Feature Dispatching. We then investigate the effects of
the learnable parameters for similarity scaling and shifting
(Eq. 7). In table 4b, the first three lines indicate the re-

moval of the corresponding hyperparameters. We find that
introducing these two factors can bring minor performance
improvements, e.g., 72.7% vs 72.1% in terms of Top-1 ac-
curacy and 91.2% vs 90.8% in terms of Top-5 accuracy.
Feature Dimension. Last, we ablate the feature dimension
C ′ in the encoding layer (Eq. 4). In the pooling layer, C ′ is
used to increase the number of channels for the next stage.
In the encoding layer, C ′ is used to control the complexity
of the projected key and value space (the output channels
can be further adjusted by the MLP during feature dispatch-
ing). The results are summarized in Table 4c and Table 4d.
The four values of each row correspond to the four encoding
phases. In a nutshell, the performance for downstream tasks
improves as the feature dimension increases, e.g., 35.5%
vs 34.9% in terms of mIoU, 35.6% vs 34.9% in terms of
APbox, and 33.8% vs 33.4% in terms of APmask, at the ex-
pense of parameter growth. For a fair comparison with pre-
vious work [26], the settings in the 3rd row are adopted.

6. Conclusion and Discussion

In machine vision, extracting powerful distributed represen-
tations for visual data while preserving the interpretability
and explicit modeling of data distribution, presents a peren-
nial challenge. While the community has witnessed great
strides in visual backbones, top-leading solutions remain
bound to the computational confines of processing rectan-
gular image patches — a stark contrast to the pixel organiza-
tion observed in human perception. This study represents a
significant leap forward by reformulating feature extraction
as representative selection, resulting in a transparent and in-
terpretable feature extractor. Our goal is to pave the way for
vision systems that not only excel in performance but also
possess an intrinsic understanding of the underlying data
distribution of visual scenes, thereby enhancing both trust
and clarity in their application.
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Supplementary Material

For a better understanding of the main paper, we provide
additional details in this supplementary material, which is
organized as follows:
• §A provides the pseudo code of FEC.
• §B introduces more experimental details.
• §C offers more results and discussions about the modeled

representatives.
• §D discusses our limitations, societal impact, and direc-

tions of future work.

A. Pseudo Code
To facilitate a comprehensive understanding of FEC, we
provide pseudo code for our feature encoding and feature
pooling in Algorithm S1.

B. More Experimental Detail
Image Classification. In this task, several widely-used data
augmentations are adopted to better train the model, includ-
ing random horizontal flipping, random pixel erase [113],
MixUp [114], CutMix [115], and label smoothing [116].
We employ an AdamW [102] optimizer using a cosine de-
cay learning rate scheduler and 5 epochs of warm-up. The
momentum and weight decay are set to 0.9 and 0.05, re-
spectively. A batch size of 1024 and an initial learning rate
of 0.001 are used. We also use exponential moving aver-
age [117] to enhance the training. Throughput (image/s),
or FPS, is measured using the same script [103, 104] on a
single V100 GPU using a batch size of 256. The reported
values are averaged by 100 iterations after 20 warm iter-
ations. We use the same codebase and tricks (e.g., multi-
head computing) as in [26]. In addition, we use almost the
same hyperparameters and architectures as in [26] for fair
comparison.
Downstream Tasks. During training, backbones are initial-
ized with weights pre-trained on ImageNet [24], while the
other parts are initialized randomly.

C. Modeled Representative
In the “Study of Ad-hoc Interpretability” section of the main
paper, it is highlighted that FEC’s final cluster assignments
display consistent semantic representations. These repre-
sentations frequently correlate with distinct objects or their
components and demonstrate a close alignment with human
perception. Here we visualize more results of cluster as-
signments in Fig. S1 to clarify the FEC’s principles. Simi-
lar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. S1, which confirms
again the ad-hoc interpretability and effectiveness of FEC.

Figure S1. Inspection of the modeled representatives (§C) on
ImageNet-1K [24] val.

D. Discussion

Limitation Analysis. One limitation of our approach is the
adoption of a straightforward clustering mechanism, pri-
marily aimed at ensuring computational efficiency. While
this design choice contributes to faster processing times, it
may inadvertently lead to sub-optimal performance in cer-
tain scenarios. Additionally, akin to many parametric clus-
tering algorithms [118–120], our method requires the man-
ual definition of the number of clusters to keep the same
resolution with previous works [11, 15, 71, 103]. This as-
pect introduces a degree of subjectivity and potential bias,
as the predetermined cluster count may not align perfectly
with the intrinsic structure of specific images, particularly in
dealing with datasets where the optimal number of clusters
is not known a priori or varies significantly.
Societal Impact. This work provides a clustering per-
spective for transparent, ad-hoc interpretable feature ex-
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Algorithm S1 Pseudo code of FEC in a PyTorch-like style.

# feat_i: input feature (N x C), where N = W x H

# C: number of channels
# N: resolution of input feature
# O: number of cluster centers. In pooling, O = N/4. In encoding, O is a hyperparameter (O < N).
# M: similarity matrix (Eq.5)
# A: cluster assigment matrix
# R: representatives
# sig: sigmoid function
# alpha and beta: learnable parameters

def model_representatives(feat_i)
# center initialization (Eq.4)
feat_k = conv_k(feat_i) # (N x C’)
feat_v = conv_v(feat_i) # (N x C’)
feat_c_k = ada_pool(feat_k) # (O x C’)
feat_c_v = ada_pool(feat_v) # (O x C’)

# compute similarities and cluster assigments (Eq.5)
M = cosine_sim(feat_k, feat_c_k) # (N x O)
A = torch.argmax(M, dim=1) # (N x O)

# aggragate the feature of representatives (Eq.6)
R = aggragate_feature(feat_v, feat_c_v, A) # (O x C’)

return R, M

def pooling(feat_i)
R, _ = model_representatives(feat_i)
res_conn = ResConn(feat_i) # residual connection (Eq.9)

return R + res_conn

def encoding(feat_i)
R, M = model_representatives(feat_i)

# feature dispatching (Eq.7)
refined_M = sig(alpha * M + beta).permute(1,0) # (O x N)
feat_d = ( R.unsqueeze(dim=1) * refined_M.unsqueeze(dim=-1) ).sum(dim=0) # (N x C’)
feat_d = MLP(feat_d) # (N x C)
out = feat_i + feat_d # residual connection

return out

traction, and accordingly introduces a novel visual back-
bone which reformulates the entire process of feature ex-
traction as representative selection. On positive side, the
approach advances network interpretability and is valuable
in safety-sensitive applications, e.g., medical image anal-
ysis [121], face recognition [122, 123], and autonomous
driving [124, 125]. For potential negative social impact,
the erroneous recognition may cause inaccurate decision or
planning of systems based on the results. In addition, the
potential bias inherent in the training data may be exploited
for malicious purposes.
Future Work. This work also comes with new challenges,
certainly worth further exploration:
• Incorporating Advanced Clustering Algorithms. In

future developments, we aim to augment the FEC frame-
work by incorporating advanced clustering algorithms.
Our current model prioritizes computational efficiency
with a straightforward clustering mechanism, but we rec-
ognize opportunities for enhancing performance and ac-
curacy. Upcoming versions will investigate sophisti-
cated algorithms adept at managing complex data struc-

tures and distributions, potentially increasing the granu-
larity and precision of feature extraction for more refined
and accurate visual representations. An intriguing av-
enue is transitioning from parametric clustering, which
presupposes a fixed number of clusters, to nonparamet-
ric clustering, where the number of clusters is undeter-
mined. There are numerous techniques for nonparamet-
ric clustering, including Bayesian nonparametric (BNP)
mixture models (exemplified by the Dirichlet Process
Mixture (DPM) model [126, 127]), DPM sampler [128–
131], variational DPM inference [132–136], density-
based approach [137], nearest-neighbor graph [138], su-
pervised approach [139, 140], dynamic network architec-
ture [141]. We have explored a very recent work, i.e.,
DeepDPM [141]. However, after running their code, we
find that DeepDPM is notably complex and require sub-
stantial computational time. Moving forward, our focus is
on identifying better trade-offs between complexity, com-
putational efficiency, and performance.

• Combination with Set-prediction Architectures. The
recent emergence of set-prediction architectures, such
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as DETR [32], presents a significant opportunity to uti-
lize the representatives modeled by FEC more effec-
tively. Unlike traditional methods that rely on hand-
crafted components like non-maximum suppression for
post-processing and pre-defined anchors for label assign-
ments, these approaches simplify the pipeline by allowing
for end-to-end training and inference. This reduces the
need for many of the specialized components typically
used in object detection systems and provides an ideal
framework for utilizing the representatives extracted by
FEC. For example, the modeled representatives can be ap-
plied as a metric for distance measurement, aiding in the
stabilization of bipartite matching. This integration effec-
tively infuses the concept of “instances” (or representa-
tives) into the feature extraction process, which stands as
the primary motivation behind this work.
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